
ccr: A network of worlds for research�David H. AckleyDepartment of Computer ScienceThe University of New MexicoAlbuquerque, New MexicoAbstractExperienced arti�cial life world builders know thelong-term evolution of a system depends heavily onits size, and that individual computers today, still,support only modest worlds. Vastly richer worldsare possible if we can meet the challenges of design-ing for large-scale, distributed implementation. ccris an Internet-based software system in developmentas a common environment for human and arti�cialagents. With themes such as arti�cial life, infor-mation access, agents, entertainment, and interac-tivity, ccr is ultimately an evolution managementsystem, dedicated to enabling interdisciplinary re-search on|and in|a complex, open-ended, sharedartifact.1 MANIFESTOThe biggest problem facing computer science today ishow to go parallel. Broadly construed, this includes notonly parallel and distributed computing, networks, dis-tributed AI, and so on, but also the evolution of protocolsand standards, and cryptography and computer securitygenerally. The classical Von Neumann architecture hasdelivered miracles, but as a conceptual organization it islargely tapped out. To design and build future com-putation and communication networks, we will eitherlearn from or be forced to rediscover evolutionary bi-ology, which, from the beginning, has dealt with paralleland distributed processing under resource and reliabil-ity limits, conicting individual and collective goals, andlimited trust. Arti�cial life research can and should, butto date has yet to, inform and unify these e�orts.The central tenet of the project is that \living sys-tems" and \information systems" refer to the same classof systems. The research goals are both theoretical andpractical: To understand better the connections between`information' and `life', and to design, build, deploy, and�v0.1.86~(2)~ release: in indep/doc/al5-ccrf.ps.gz To appear in Arti�cialLife V, May 16{18, 1996; Nara, Japan.

evolve experimental systems that explore and extend the`living computation' framework.2 OVERVIEWccr is the working name1 of a distributed environmentfor fostering and studying interactions between humanand software life. The project focuses on a basic dilemmain distributed-system research: Even to uncover the realissues one must �eld a system with a signi�cant numberof machines and users, but as the `mass' of the systemgrows it becomes more and more di�cult to evolve thesystem structurally, to respond to the issues that arediscovered.The ccr vision is of a non-proprietary software sys-tem that retains evolvability and remains of moderatesize over the long term|say, hundreds to thousands ofmachines and users, as a target|by drawing its usersinitially and principally from the interdisciplinary pop-ulation of investigators whose research is facilitated bythe existence of the system, and who are thus motivatedboth to shape the directions of, and put up with theoverhead of, continued system evolution. Compared toproprietary commercial systems aimed at mass markets,ccr would be large enough to be relevant while smallenough to avoid a competitive threat, and could serve asa vendor-independent technology and demand driver inaddition to enabling basic research that could not be con-ducted safely or at all on commercial systems.Version 0.1, the second prototype developed for theproject, now comprises some 52K lines of C and an-other 11K of Tcl [16] and ccrl, and is in active devel-1I.e., the pre-version 1.0 name. As of 3/31/96 the ver-sion was v0.1.86~(2)~. To the question \What does ccrstand for?" the canonical response is \Whatever you wantit to stand for," to underline the goal of bottom-up, user-driven system evolution. Similarly, those who want ccr to bean acronym are invited to make up expansions to suit theirneeds, or select from caricature cartoon clearwater communi-cation community competitive computation connected coop-erative creedence reality reconsidered realized rei�ed researchrevealed revival rooms.



Figure 1. A view of a ccrTk world.opment and testing in a \universe" of a dozen or so in-terconnected worlds. Though primitive, largely undocu-mented, and crash-happy, pathways are clearing towarda system tamed enough for adventurous interdisciplinaryresearchers|and this �fth arti�cal life conference is agood opportunity to o�er an overview as developmentproceeds. In addition to essentially all of the computersciences, ccr needs perspectives from art, biology, ecol-ogy, economics, literature, political science, psychology,and sociology, to name a few.This document is a �rst introduction to ccr, brieyconsidering both general themes and more technical is-sues. To anchor the discussion and provide a recur-ring example, Figure 1 presents a recent snapshot takenin ccrTk, currently ccr's primary graphical interfaceworld. Section 3 compares the ccr strategy to otheralife research methodologies. Section 4 introduces ver-sion 0.1 speci�cally, touching on the interface languageccrl, the computation and communication model, andthe object system. Section 5 concludes with ri�s onmethodology and the meaning of life. For more currentinformation and plans for the system, visit http://-www.cs.unm.edu/~ackley/ccr.3 A RESEARCH MACROCOSM,WITH PEOPLEccr breaks with most arti�cial life systems in a ma-jor way by presuming an open world, both in that hu-

mans are expected to interact with the system whileit is running, and in that the underlying physicalimplementation|the computers and communicationslinks|is expected to change dynamically. Three conse-quences of this approach are: Research strategies changebecause global repeatability is sacri�ced, humans mustbe enticed to use the system, and the tradeo�s betweensecurity, e�ciency, and power must be addressed, notonly early and fundamentally, but continually and atmany levels.3.1 Repeatability is unscalableA great virtue of closed-world alife models is that ev-ery detail is determined by the researcher, so everyobservation can be reproduced, and utterly controlledvariations can be tested. The price is that compar-atively small worlds must be studied. With ingenu-ity, much has been and remains to be learned fromsuch worldlets, and the possible richness of high-isolationworlds grows with improvements in a�ordable individualcomputers, but of course single-owner systems cannotcompete with large collaborative networks of systems.The irony is that as computer systems become morelike living systems|more complex and articulated, morerobust and interconnected|they become less suited toclosed-world arti�cial life research. Ray's NetTierra pro-posal [18] o�ers one compromise position, in which re-peatability is explicitly sacri�ced but isolation is mostly



preserved.3.2 Humans are evolutionary forcesccr approaches the dilemma another way, trading theisolated clarity of lab work for the symbiotic relevance of�eld work. ccr proposes to be a strictly non-proprietary[8] experimental platform, controlled by and for its re-search users, providing a venue within which software forcomputation and communication tasks|\agents," \bro-kers," \robots," etc.|can be created, copied, hybridized,allowed to cooperate and compete for \market share"and perhaps win through into the base ccr standardsand protocols.As in typical alife systems, the overall \�tness func-tions" are supplied by humans; on the other hand, inccr humans are also a source of novelty and change,conicting with the Darwinian principle of blind varia-tion. Given the nature of complex adaptive systems [11],and the gap between the manifest intentionality of theindividual human action and the unintentional e�ectsthat often ensue, it is an empirical question just how un-Darwinian the evolution of a substantial ccr universewould actually be.3.3 Security is biologyCommunication entails risk [1]: A message sender neces-sarily reveals information in the act, and a message re-ceiver is necessarily impacted in some way by the act, orelse no communication has occurred. The dual tasks|of revealing some information while hiding some, and ofallowing selected inuences while rejecting others|arefundamental to the structure and function of living sys-tems, from cell walls to immune systems, crucial to thevery notions of self and independent existence.A price exacted by the oft-touted mobility of a \soft-ware agent" is that it doesn't control the physical hard-ware that embodies it, so to protect its integrity it musteither hide from or ally with the machine owner. Com-puter viruses take the former route; ccr takes the latter,committing to reveal to the owner the tradeo�s betweensafety and power as obviously and intuitively as possible,and placing its source code on the table as bona �des.In turn, in a general release of ccr, the hardware ownerswould commit to playing within the system2 and wouldplace their digital signatures on the table co-signed byexisting ccr users (the bottom-up \web of trust" ap-proach [20]) and/or an appropriate external certi�ca-tion authority [19]. Various avors of anonymity can becreated within the system, but only built upon a baseof identi�ed owners, shifting risk from loss of integrityto loss of anonymity. It is an open question whetherspecial-purpose protected hardware could in principle be2Which includes researching attacks to devise defenses; inthat spirit ccr 0.1 provides an \award" system to honor andmemorialize the publicizers and �xers of holes.

\owned" by the system itself, which could allow the con-struction of robust \public spaces" with known and re-liable rules of behavior, inside of independently-ownedcomputers|and if so, under what circumstances wouldwise owners choose to incorporate it.While technologies such as digital signatures [19] arenecessary, security is much more than a purely techni-cal issue, and so the purely technical power of the sys-tem must have corresponding limitations. In ccr, asin most high-isolation alife systems [17, 6] as well asemerging commercial systems such as Java [9], the ba-sic approach to limiting communication risk via limit-ing power is to control the semantics of the languagein which communications are expressed. Though Javasigni�cantly improves security from the \language ondown", as a general purpose programming language, itsapproach to trust is at the level of the program and islargely boolean|you either grant a disturbing amountof power to an incoming Java `applet' or you don't runit at all. As a research system, ccr sacri�ces some speedand generality to gain �ne-grained access control at mul-tiple points including each function invocation, directlysupporting intuitive and ccr-speci�c degrees and modesof trust and risk.4 A TOUR OF VERSION 0.1Though primitive compared to where it needs to befor widespread use, version 0.1 is already quite rich|possessing, for example, a fairly well-developed compu-tational and communications model, a (and please ex-cuse the jargon) multiply-inheriting runtime-extensiblepersistent object-oriented interpreted language with in-cremental network object and type cache updating, thegraphical user interface world ccrTk, and the text-onlyccrt|and it is di�cult to know where to begin to de-scribe it. The hands-on approach is to sit down withsomebody at a pair of machines, walk them throughbuilding a \genesis" world for themselves, then showthem how we build a \netdoor" between their world andmine, and then have them over for a visit. Here, anoverview of the ccrl language serves as a backbone uponwhich to hang brief discussions of related topics: theuser interface, the execution engine, and some basic ob-ject types|such as &Matter and &Energy|that are keyelements of the ccr \metaphysics."4.1 ccrlVersion 0.1 speaks a quirky language called ccrl3 thatmediates communications between a ccr world and itsenvironment, which consists principally of humans, otherccr worlds, �les, and spawned subprocesses. ccrl ismore akin to an application scripting language or anobject-oriented MUD programming language [3] than to3Pronounced via spelling or as crawl to emphasize one ofits annoying quirks.



a conventional development language, in that it devel-oped out of and in tandem with ccr. In spots it carriesevolutionary baggage dating back at least to 1992 (ver-sion 0.1.23); a redesign based on experiences thus far iscertainly warranted, but the issues are complex and thelanguage serves adequately for the present.4.2 Hello worldIt is a tradition in presenting programming languages tobegin with the \Hello world" program, which does noth-ing except output \Hello world" in whatever form thesystem most naturally supports. In di�erent languagesthe programmay range from a line or two up to dozens ormore, and traditionally there are minor bragging rightsattendant to shorter solutions. Figure 2 presents theHello World program in ccrl, and typical results of exe-cuting it. ccrl minimizes this program just about as faras it will go. Basic input and output are built deeplyinto the language, rendering the Hello World task triv-ial, but performing the exercise does highlight how thechoice of \Hello World" as the traditional �rst task|asopposed to, say, \Hello Dave"|reects the fact that typ-ical programming systems are utterly oblivious to bothwho's programming and who's out there listening, whileto ccr, for example, such matters are of paramount sig-ni�cance. As may be suspected from Figure 1, ccrTk(a) Hello World -(b) I said "Hello World"(c) Dave-1 said "Hello World"Figure 2. (a) The \Hello world" program in ccrl ( -denotes the Return key); (b) What I observe; (c) Whatothers in the area observe.worlds reduce the Hello World task still further, to a sin-gle mouse-click on a prede�ned \Hi" button|but thatis indeed a cheat, since Hello World is meant to be atleast a template for producing strings in general, andprogramming the buttons is a more complex procedure.As a template for ccrTk, Figure 2a is buggy in thatcertain initial characters are signi�cant. Figure 3 listssome of the ccrTk reader's initial character shortcutsand their expansions as general ccrl object descriptions;a more general ccrTk Hello World program, similar inapproach to MUD languages [3], is'Hello world -In addition to \speaking" in various ways, shortcuts areavailable for moving around, pushing, opening, closing,and inspecting objects, and so forth.As new users get more comfortable acting in their ownworld, they are sometimes irritated to discover how lim-ited their powers are when they are visiting other worlds,until they appreciate the fundamental symmetry of the

distributed ccr universe|every user is at once a \god"on their own world and a mere \mortal" when visitingother worlds, and to �rst-order if you can't do it to theirworld, then they can't do it to your world. This sym-metry can be impacted in various ways by world-localprogramming, but it appears so far that the early ar-chitectural choice of a peer-to-peer universe, rather thana client-server one|so that, for example, all users are\home owners" with something to lose|was sound.'![Say text "�"] :![Pose text "�"];![Be text "�"] !![TimeOut at �]?![Focus on �] *![Teleport to �]+![Open object �] <![Get at � field ]-![Close object �] >![Set at � field to ]Figure 3. ccrTk keyboard shortcuts and expansions.(� denotes the cursor.)4.3 BuildingThe expansions in Figure 3 suggest the general syntaxof ccrl:[TypeName slotname slotvalue slotname slotvalue : : :]where each slotname names a local variable declared byTypeName or one of its ancestor types. When handedto a ccrl reader such expressions produce a descriptionof an object, and an extra step is needed to produce anobject so described. Rather than the \read-eval-print"loop typical of interactive languages, the ccrl interac-tion cycle is \read-build-run": First (attempt to) con-vert the textual form into an internal object description,then (attempt to) build an object matching the givendescription, and then \run" the object. This last stepmay amount only to performing a function call and re-turning a value (as Get does, for example), or (as in thecase of Say) it may involve asynchronously \releasing"the object into the shared environment to have e�ects ina region of space-time often involving network tra�c toother worlds.If a ccr object is an instance of the &Matter type,then once built it will persist across program restartsuntil speci�cally removed. Each piece of matter hasan identi�er that is unique across the entire ccr uni-verse (such as :North3-Plaza@ccr.cs.unm.edu/13000,where I was when I said \Say cheese!" in Figure 1). Inccr all matter objects are named, but not all objectsare matter. For example, objects of type &Act mediatecomputation and communication, and thereby drive thedynamics of the universe. An input likeYou're kidding! -which ccrTk readers parse as the description[Exclaim Text "You're kidding"]



eventually builds an &Exclaim object, which inheritsfrom a distant ancestor called &Energy, which is an&Act.4 Acts are somewhat like the \stack frames" ofconventional programming languages, but in ccr theyare �rst-class, allocated objects. &Energy objects, inparticular, \propagate" until they visit every object inthe refspace of their point of origin, or are \absorbed"somewhere along the way. In Figure 1, for example, myworld was being bombarded by energy packets that hadoriginated on some half a dozen worlds and propagatedthrough the network to reach mine.54.4 RefspaceIf for no other reasons than e�ciency and security, dis-tributed systems must somehow limit the range of possi-ble object interactions. Often interactions are limited toone \room" at a time|so travelling through doors is anadventure, since you can't see what you're getting intountil you're in it; other mechanisms such as \k-nearestneighbors" lead to a uctuating and non-obvious \radiusof interaction" as objects move.In ccr, the reference space or \refspace" of a given&Matter object is the set of &Matter objects that arereachable from the given object by following \propaga-tion rules" determined by the types of objects encoun-tered. The lower right panel in Figure 1|with all therectangles and little icons and speech balloons|is a ren-dering of the refspace of my ccr body. The rules ofenergy propagation are symmetric and largely hierarchi-cal, so for example, anything said by anybody in a &Roompropagates up to the room and then down to the otheroccupants. But there is one huge exception: A &Linkobject, when mated to another &Link, propagates to itsmate the energy that reaches it hierarchically, and \rera-diates" energy arriving from its mate into the hierarchy.This lateral propagation occurs whenever the connectionbetween two &Link objects is open, even if the links arelocated in di�erent containment hierarchies, and even ifthey are on di�erent ccr worlds. Via links, ccr worldsweave themselves into the fabric of the ccr universe.The most common subtypes of &Link are &Door,&Body, and &Soul; here we discuss only the �rst. Adoor is a link that only can be mated to another door,and then only if they \match up" in a East/West orNorth/South pair. In the refspace shown in Figure 1,the largest black-outlined rectangle is a &Room|named4It was expected and initially designed so that `Energy'was the most abstract active element of the system, but Actsturn out to be more general|in particular, &Functions areacts but not energy, unobservable except to their creator,since they do not spontaneously `propagate'.5More speci�cally, the \17/7/8/6/1" in the status linenear the top of Figure 1 reveals that at that moment myworld was connected to, and was thus willing to accept en-ergy from, eight other worlds (and had, overall, seventeenopen I/O channels, seven visitors from other worlds, six opennetdoors, and one active external process.)

:Plaza though that is not obvious|and each of thesmall grey rectangles overlapping the edges of the Plazais actually a mated pair of doors, with one end in thePlaza and the other end someplace else. Because mybody was contained by a door, the entire refspace of thedoor's mate was part of my refspace, and consequentlyI also saw one of the smaller rooms north of the Plaza.That room has doors on three walls; the south door con-nects back to the Plaza, the west door and the northerneast door are currently unmated. The southern east dooris mated and open, and leads to some other room. Thedoor I was standing in, which appears a cautionary or-ange on a color display, is actually a netdoor, connectedthrough the Internet to another world, and all of myrefspace there appears somewhat darker than my ownworld, as a reminder that that is not space that I con-trol. On that remote world, one body is visible speaking.He \heard" everything I said, and vice versa, but he wasunable to hear the clamor going on in the Plaza, be-cause his refspace|determined by his location|ends atthe door I was standing in. If I were to take a step south,I would leave the doorway and enter the Plaza, and I'dno longer be able to see him, and vice versa. As bodiesmove, their refspaces merge and separate, and the ongo-ing stories of their ccr lives|mine is visible scrolling inthe large left-hand window|intertwine and diverge.4.5 Making new physicsThough the god of a ccr world can travel anywherewithin it in a single step, using &Teleport energy, vis-itors from other worlds must travel \overland" usingdoors, allowing gods to control visitor access to theirworlds in a natural way. Most worlds, for example,have regions that are private simply because they areunreachable from any netdoor.6 It is also easy to builddisconnected \public" regions that each have a netdoorbut have no local doors joining them, allowing visits todi�erent areas of a world while barring transits all theway through it. Although this basic connectivity-by-doors approach is intuitive and has worked well, godsoften wish to provide other sorts of access mechanismsfor other purposes. The extensibility of ccrl o�ers manyways to ful�ll such wishes.As a concrete example, though with only a brief ex-planation, Figure 4 presents a ccrl type and methodde�nition that is in common use in the current ccr uni-verse, designed to provide visitors with controlled accessto the powerful teleport energy. The �rst expression de-�nes a new type called &ZapSpace, which inherits from&Space so it will be a visible and enterable object, andwhich inherits from &Force so it will be able to build andrelease (selected types of) energy. ZapSpace de�nes onelocal variable or \slot" to store a teleport destination;6Unusually powerful items, such as the Quit button, arealso protected by \point defenses."



[deftype at "ZapSpace" isa (&Space &Force)redefault (( Space,Floor () B1,1x1:.))slots (("destination" (::private) @@))][defmethod act &enter object &ZapSpaceclass ::objectat [letvariable(($dest [getat [get at $selffield verb,object]field ZapSpace,destination])($objid [get at $self field verb,subject]))at [if at $destthen[prognat ([teleport obj $objid at $objidto $dest][return])]]]]Figure 4. De�ning a new type and method.in this case, mostly for entertainment value, the slot ismarked ::Private, meaning that values in this slot willnever be shipped o�world by the network cache manage-ment system, and so visitors will be unable to tell wherea given ZapSpace will take them, until they try it.The second expression de�nes a method that willbe executed whenever an object requests to enter aZapSpace. If the ZapSpace,Destination slot has beeninitialized by the local god, the method teleports thesubject of the enter energy|whatever is attempting toenter the ZapSpace|to the �xed destination, and thenperforms a [return], in e�ect \absorbing" the enter en-ergy so that it has no further e�ects. Unlike doors asnormally used, a ZapSpace is asymmetric: There maybe no way back, for visitors, from the destination of aZapSpace. Fortunately, the \bail button" (the \outwardand inward arrows" icon at the top of the righthand col-umn of buttons in Figure 1) always brings a user backhome, come what may while out exploring the universe.5 DISCUSSIONThat brief look at version 0.1 raises far more questionsthan it answers, but hopefully it at least provides a avorof the system and some of the issues involved. This �nalsection returns to broader questions: How can we doresearch, particularly alife research, in ccr? In whatsense is ccr alive?5.1 ccr for alifeFrom a high-isolation \in the lab" perspective, having\humans in the loop" means any data on ccr's evolution-ary behavior is fundamentally tainted|after all, what'sto stop a researcher/user from \cooking the data" byacting in some particular way solely for that purpose?This is indeed a problem, though not an insurmountableone; in addition to careful experimental design and datacollection, the key is building a large enough universethat idiosyncratic individual e�ects wash out, much as

medical research conducts large-scale studies using itsown professional ranks as subjects.It is also possible to perform more-and-less isolatedalife experiments within ccr. For example, Hofmeyr [10]has built a small system of reproducing and evolving\robots" con�ned to a single room on his world, using acombination of ccrl code and external C++ code run-ning in subprocesses managed by ccr. In such cases,ccr provides an infrastructure both for the experimentand for allowing visitors around the world to watch andinteract with the \evolvobots" in action. A common,Internet-aware platform such as ccr could substantiallyimprove the abilities of alife researchers to collaborate,and to observe, share, and duplicate results.

Figure 5. Evolving robots in ccrTk.Figure 5 shows some early evolution in Hofmeyr's ccr\laboratory." The lab has no doors|the only way in,for visitors, is via an external ZapSpace destined forthe lab, and there is no way out at all, short of ask-ing Hofmeyr for a teleport, if he's around, or else bail-ing. The robots move about, analyzing the visual ap-pearances of those around them, and reacting in vari-ous ways depending on their evolving genetic predispo-sitions. Some seek visually-pleasing \mates" with whichto recombine|which may in fact be a visitor to the lab,as the hybrid o�spring in the middle of the west wallsuggests. More aggressive robots will chase after visi-tors or robots with appearances they dislike|the robotinitialized with a \mouse" image is evidently such an of-fender in Figure 5|and the aggressor will destroy thedispleasing creature if it gets adjacent to it.Other ccr creatures survive and make a living \in thewild." The egg-shaped face visible near the upper-leftcorner of the Plaza in Figure 1, for example, is a \Floyd"robot [15]. Floyds can't move or reproduce without theintervention of the world owner, but they use the ccrinfrastructure to keep in touch with each other, forming a`Floyd-species-level' communication network within theccr universe. Especially in these early days, when theuniverse is small, asking one's Floyd \Who is up?" is a



handy way to check activity around the universe.At a pedagogical level, getting a software agent tofunction e�ectively in a system as rich as ccr is it-self an insightful process. For example, since ccr mustview external subprocesses as \non-self", there are \�l-ters" attached to their representations inside the sys-tem: A \senses" �lter determining what propagated en-ergy should be transmitted the subprocess, and \e�ec-tor" �lters determining what the subprocess is allowedto build and run within ccr. Examining the �lters al-lows a ccr user to \size up" an unfamiliar robot, to tellprecisely what it is capable of sensing and doing, and toact accordingly. Novice robot builders often set all the�lters to (([Anything] ::Allowed)), both with highhopes of constructing a powerful robot that is keenlyaware of its environment, and to avoid �guring out whichtypes are actually relevant. They quickly �nd their robotburied under a ood of energy of which as users, due tothe default �lters on their souls, they had been blithelyunaware|communications protocols, timing signals, in-cremental database updates, and so forth|a �rehose ofdata that is both computationally and conceptually hardto handle. It takes some experience to appreciate justhow deeply coupled are the senses, e�ectors, and brainsof a well-adapted creature, and how being less aware ofthe environment can both radically reduce the brains re-quired to handle a given task and lead to far more elegantsolutions.5.2 Living computationManaging distributed computations across large net-works of separately administered resources is in impor-tant ways more akin to managing a human society thanto marshalling the closely-held resources of a single dig-ital computer. Viewing living systems, especially livingecosystems, as computational systems, provides manyinsights into what the successful architecture may looklike [2]. Though object-oriented programming, for exam-ple, is a step in the right direction, fundamental issues|some quite obvious in the context of living systems|remain largely unrecognized.Consider, for example: Relatively \complex" living or-ganisms such as, say, mammals, are always \designed,built, and tested" on a whole system basis|there are(until very recently) no \plug-ins," \patches," or \up-grades" to an individual's genetic code. The germline code storage and transmission mechanisms defendagainst external alterations in many ways|physical,biochemical, developmental, immunological, instinctive,and cultural. Such elaborate and expensive defensesare sensible given the relatively high cost of producinga system|if the results could be easily \hijacked," thecapital investment would be unwarranted.On the other hand, relatively \simple" living or-ganisms such as bacteria are capable of incorporating\stray" bits of code from their environment into their

\operating systems"|as when a gene coding for drugresistance is observed to \jump species"|to the dismay,at least, of the complex organisms that produce the drug.Such promiscuity is sensible given the relatively low costof producing a system, combined with the potential gainsto be had by \stealing code."Is a computer system more like a collie or an E. Coli?On the one hand, even a personal computer is an expen-sive investment, and if it is used productively its valuerises much higher than its capital cost. On the otherhand, personal computers today are a motley patchworkof code from dozens of sources, with essentially no \senseof self" [7], most of them still lacking even the most basicimmunologic mechanisms such as protected kernel mode.We can be quite con�dent that this embarrassing com-bination of traits is not an evolutionarily stable strategyin Maynard-Smith's sense [14], as the essentially imme-diate explosion of computer viruses following the rise ofpersonal computers attests. Today, the appellation \per-sonal computer" is in important ways a misnomer. Thepersonally-owned computer does not \know" its ownerin any signi�cant way, and that's just as well because itis fundamentally unable to distinguish between what is\inside itself" and to be trusted with sensitive informa-tion (merely beginning with passwords) and what is not.If future personal computers do not make a credible casefor loyalty to their owners, all the interface and ease-of-use improvements in the world will not get people touse them for serious work, but if a useful system demon-strates it is watching out for its owner's best interests,�rst, last, and always, from hardware to software to datato communications, people would clap rocks together inMorse code, if they had to, to interact with it.5.3 ccr as lifeI have talked about objects and processes within ccr,and about ccr itself, in a variety of \life-like" terms,without qualifying such descriptions as �gurative ormetaphorical. Although this is typical in alife research,it is worth some consideration. Developing ccr over thelast �ve years or so has led me to think that Dawkins'suggestion, that the origin of life on Earth also markedthe origin of information on Earth [5], is so deeply cor-rect that I must suggest that we may viewLife preserves informationas de�ning both \life" and \information" in terms of eachother. It is certainly plausible to claim that \All livingsystems do an e�ective job preserving information". Is itcompletely absurd to say that \All e�ective information-preserving systems are living systems"? We ground outthe mutual recursion in cases where we have other primafacie reasons to describe a system as \living" or as \pre-serving information"|and our understanding of the dualrole of DNA, as both an active catalytic controller of



chemistry during the existence of a cell and as a passivereaction product during cell copying, provides one suchbase case.Such a high-handed approach, while riding roughshodover all sorts of important issues, o�ers a way to unite\life is sel�sh gene-copying" advocates [4] with \lifeis self-production" advocates [13], viewing copying andmaintenance as the two fundamental strategies for pre-serving information. On some of the standard challengesfor de�nitions of life, the view would include mules, ex-clude �re, and probably leave crystals on the margin,depending on how much \information-theoretic" infor-mation we expect to �nd in a crystal|which won't bemuch, if the crystal is pure. Impure or semi-crystallinematerials, such as, say, integrated circuits, are of courseanother matter.On the prospects for life in manufactured computers,the view is that, rather than being an esoteric researchtopic, that is a prosaic, long-established fact. Popularsoftware programs today are preserving their informa-tion spectacularly, with population sizes in the millionsand booming; malicious computer viruses are harder tomeasure though detections of new strains are boomingas well [12]. The emergence �rst of a�ordable personalcomputers and now of mass-market computer network-ing adds urgency to the real research question: Withthe great exibility of programmable computers layingbefore us, what kind of arti�cial life do we want?ACKNOWLEDGMENTSI thank the research management: Tom Landauer, MikeLesk, George Furnas, & Jim Hollan; the gods of ver-sion 0.0: Steve Abney, George, Michael Littman, & ScottStornetta; and the primordial gods of version 0.1: BenBederson, Patrik D'haeseleer, George, Mark Handler,Steve Hofmeyr, Lee Jensen, Craig Jorgensen, Nigel Kerr,Michael, Adam Messinger, Nelson Minar, Anil Somayaji,Jason Stewart, & Je� Zacks, the creator of ccrTk. Allscrewups, of course, are my fault.REFERENCES1 Ackley, D.H., & Littman, M.L. (1994b) Altruism inthe evolution of communication. In Arti�cial LifeIV: Proceedings of the Fourth International Workshopon the Synthesis and Simulation of Living Systems.edited by R. A. Brooks & P. Maes. A Bradford Book,The MIT Press: Cambridge, MA..2 Belew, R.K., Mitchell, M., & Ackley, D.H. (1996, inpress). Computation and the natural sciences. In R.K.Belew and M. Mitchell (editors), Adaptive individualsin evolving populations: Models and algorithms. Read-ing, MA: Addison-Wesley.3 Curtis, P. LambdaMOO Programmer's Manual. Atftp://parcftp.xerox.com/pub/MOO/Programmers-Manual.txt
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